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Several answers contain the same three letters in the same order, but 
sometimes with other letters between them.  For example: If the letters were 

TLA, they appear in the word REPTILIAN as well as more obviously in 
OUTLAW.

All these answers have normal definitions, but the wordplay in their clues 
omits the three letters.  So, the wordplay for REPTILIAN would provide the 
remaining letters REPIIN and that for OUTLAW would only lead to OUW.

What are the three letters, and how many occurrences are there?
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Across

1 Latitude originally 
measured between 
islands, chart can 
be checked (9)

6 Communication 
device lines kept 
metres apart (5)

9 Cycling fat fools 
(7)

10 Kiss head waiter 
here, wanting to get 
on (3,4)

11 Piping leak when 
pressure applied (4)

12 Shamelessly shows 
passion over old 
railway (10)

14 Stormy winds on 
bridges over a 
national park (9)

16 Places burden on 
Bangladeshi region 
(5)

19 Mouth s nothing 
coming out, 
withdrawn (5)

20 Criminally abused 
men getting Ray (9)

21 Go along track, dip 
in middle through 
messy liquid (10)

24 Part of church 
falling away 
blocking entry (4)

26 Regularly sit out 
turn to pick up the 
tab (5,2)

27 One in the can for 
African runner (7)

28 Agile boozer 
delivers pork pies 
(5)

29 Suffering because 
of year in torment: 
Group of fine men 
(6,3)

Down

1 Sources of light 
above our streets 
(9)

2 Adult, due to 
breaking up, made 
plans (6,3)

3 Reader formerly 
common among 
these three (4)

4 Bishop sent same 
bust supports (9)

5 House occupants 
uncovered radiator 
(5)

6 In partnership, only 
one left trailing is 
abused (10)

7 Instrument blown 
up when restricting 
temperature put off 
(5)

8 Old drunk boy, 
refusing starter (5)

13 Prominent feature 
like drink after 
promotion (5,5)

15 Social worker told 
son to marry shy 
lady up north (4,5)

17 Dad s incomplete 
shelter providing 
protection from wet 
(4-5)

18 Revolutionary 
building divisions 
to secure advantage 
in battle (9)

21 Ropemaker crisis 
altering ropes (5)

22 How much off a 
scale? (5)

23 Climb on house to 
meet youngster one 
way or the other 
(3,2)

25 Token females 
required to go 
topless (4)


